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The Škoda Octavia can meet many expectations, so it’s no 

wonder it has been popular with families who have kids as 

well as, for instance, young couples with an active lifestyle. 

However, the Octavia has also been a popular business car as 

well as a pleasant commuting companion. And each Octavia 

owner puts emphasis on diff erent things – that’s where the 

range of Škoda Genuine Accessories comes into play. With 

them, you can accentuate the features of your car that are 

crucial for you – like giving it a sportier look, underscoring its 

comfort or increasing its transport capacity. Products from the 

range of Škoda Genuine Accessories are actually an extension 

of our standard and extra equipment levels and as such, they 

have been approved by Škoda Auto. Their other advantages 

include a long service life, safety, original design and accurate 

fi t. You can get Škoda Genuine Accessories together with 

competent advice and service 

from any authorised 

Škoda partner.
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Whether you want a sportier look for your car or just wish to add a more individual touch to it, you will certainly fi nd the right 

solution with our sport & design product range. A front bumper spoiler, diff user, rear boot spoilers, exhaust pipe end pieces 

made of stainless steel, alloy wheels and last but not least leather accessories and decorative door sill covers – all these are 

Škoda Genuine Accessories products you can choose from to suit your individual taste and wishes.
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RS boot spoiler for Octavia (FAA 610 004)

Boot spoiler for Octavia (FAA 610 003)

Front bumper 

spoiler (FAA 600 001)

Rear diff user 

(FAA 600 002)

Roof spoiler for Octavia Combi 

(FAA 620 001A)

Stainless steel exhaust pipe end 

piece for 1.4 TSI, 1.8 TSI, 

2.0 FSI, 1.9 TDI and Combi 4x4 

1.8 TSI (FDC 610 001); 

for 2.0 TDI (FDC 610 002); 

for Combi 4x4 1.6 TDI CR, 1.9 TDI, 

2.0 TDI and 2.0 FSI (FDC 620 001)

Stainless steel exhaust pipe end 

piece for 1.2 TSI, 1.4 MPI 

and 1.6 MPI (FDC 610 003); 

for 1.6 TDI CR (1Z0 071 910; 

not for 4x4)
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Leather steering wheel, 3-spoke

(FBA 800 001) 

no photo: 4-spoke (FBA 800 000)

Decorative door sill covers 

with stainless steel inserts (KDA 600 002)

4x4 decorative door sill covers 

with stainless steel inserts (KDA 600 003)

Sport Line decorative door sill covers 

with stainless steel inserts (KDA 600 004)

Black door sill covers (KDA 600 001)

Stainless steel foot pedal covers, 

3-piece set (1Z1 064 200); 

no photo: 2-piece set for automatic 

transmission (1Z1 064 205)

Leather gear stick knob, 

manual 6-speed transmission 

(FFA 600 002); 

no photo: manual 5-speed transmission 

(FFA 600 001) 

Leather gear stick sleeve (FBA 600 001)

Chrome boot strip 

for Octavia (KDA 600 005); 

for Octavia Combi (KDA 629 001)

Leather handbrake 

lever for cars with 

Jumbo Box 

(FFA 600 011) 

no photo: for cars 

without Jumbo Box 

(FFA 600 010)
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Alloy wheel 7.5J x 18" Neptune 

for tyre 225/40 R18, only for RS 

(1Z0 071 498); in black design (1Z0 071 

498A); in white design (1Z0 071 498B)

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Lyra 

for tyre 205/55 R16 (CCA 600 005)

Alloy wheel 6.0J x 15" Orion 

for tyre 195/65 R15 (CCA 600 003); 

suitable for snow chains (CEP 300 002A)

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 15" Pyxis 

for tyre 205/60 R15 (1Z0 071 492A); 

snow chains (CEP 300 002A) 

can be used with tyre 195/65 R15

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" Zenith 

for tyre 225/45 R17 (CCH 600 008); 

7.5J x 18" Zenith for tyre 225/40 R18, 

only for RS (CCH 600 009)

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Vega 

for tyre 205/55 R16 (CCR 600 005)

Alloy wheel 6.0J x 15" Deimos 

for tyre 195/65 R15 (1Z0 071 492); 

suitable for snow chains (CEP 300 002A)

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" Sputnik 

for tyre 225/45 R17 (CCA 600 002)

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Sirius 

for tyre 205/55 R16 (CCB 600 006)

Hub covers Gaspra for wheel 6.0J x 15", 

4-piece set (1Z0 071 435)

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" Pallas 

for tyre 225/45 R17 (CCA 600 004)

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Apollon 

for tyre 205/55 R16 (CCH 600 007)

Hub covers for wheel 7.0J x 16", 

4-piece set (CDB 600 001); 

no photo: hub covers Freedom for wheel 

6.5J x 16", 4-piece set (1Z0 071 435A)

Hub covers Castle for wheel 6.0J x 15", 

4-piece set (CDZ 600 001)

Hub covers Avantgarda for wheel 6.0J x 15", 

4-piece set (CDZ 600 002)

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" Pegasus 

for tyre 225/45 R17 (CCB 600 008)

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Crateris 

for tyre 205/55 R16 (1Z0 071 494)

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" Cepeus 

for tyre 225/45 R17 (1Z0 071 496)

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Draconis 

for tyre 205/55 R16 (1Z0 071 494A)

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Proxima 

for tyre 205/55 R16 (1Z0 071 494B)

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 15" Helios 

for tyre 205/60 R15 (CCR 600 004); 

snow chains (CEP 300 002A) 

can be used with tyre 195/65 R15

Alloy wheel 6.0J x 17" Flash 

for tyre 205/50 R17 (CCX 800 003);

suitable for snow chains (CEP 800 001)

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Twister 

for tyre 205/55 R16 (CCA 600 001)
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Listen to your favourite music, fi nd your way easily to a new destination or use a DVD player to keep your rear-seat passengers 

amused on a long journey – you can do all this with the music & communication products from the range of Škoda Genuine 

Accessories. Our radios will not only create a relaxed atmosphere in the car but also enable you to receive traff ic reports. 

In addition, all our devices allow information to be displayed on the Maxi DOT display, have an input for a hands-free set and can 

be controlled from the multifunctional steering wheel. The Swing and Bolero radios and both navigation systems are for models 

with the two-tuner preparation only.
Radio Blues: CD player of audio CDs and MP3 audio fi les, AM/FM tuner 

with RDS system, convenient electronic encryption allowing operation 

only in a specifi c vehicle, amplifi er power 4x 20 W (1Z0 035 152E)

Radio Swing: CD player of audio CDs and MP3 or WMA audio fi les, amplifi er 

power 4x 20 W, digital signal processor with equaliser, display showing data 

from the Climatronic air conditioning, parking sensors, time and outdoor 

temperature (1Z0 035 161G)

Kit for additional fi tting of non-original radio 

(AZ0 600 002A)

Kit for additional fi tting of MDI 

(Mobile Device Interface) (1Z0 051 592); 

not in combination with Blues radio 

Connecting cable for MDI  

for iPod/iPhone–MDI (AZO 800 001); 

for USB–MDI (AZO 800 002); 

for miniUSB–MDI (AZO 800 003); 

for 3.5mm jack–MDI (AZO 800 004)

Radio Bolero: Integrated CD-changer for 6 CDs, SD and MMC memory 

card reader, player of audio CDs and MP3 or WMA audio fi les, amplifi er 

power 4x 20 W, digital signal processor with equaliser, Traff ic Information 

Memory (TIM), ability to control via 6.5" colour touch screen (TFT), display 

showing data from the Climatronic air conditioning, parking sensors, time 

and outdoor temperature (1Z0 035 156G)
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Amundsen navigation system: Radio with CD navigation system, 

integrated SD and MMC memory card reader, player of audio CDs 

and MP3 audio fi les, CD-changer connection, traff ic info TMC 

message support, ability to control via 5" colour touch screen (TFT) 

(AAN 800 002)

Columbus navigation system: Radio with DVD navigation 

system, integrated SD and MMC memory card reader, player of 

audio CDs and MP3 or WMA audio fi les. The DVD drive supports 

both navigation DVD as well as audio CD, DVD-ROM, DVD±RW, 

CD-ROM, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD Audio and DVD Video. The navigation 

system includes digital signal processor with equaliser, integrated 

30GB hard disk (10 GB for navigation data; remaining 

20 GB can be used for MP3 and WMA audio fi les) and traff ic info 

TMC message support. Ability to control via 6.5" colour touch screen 

(TFT) (AAN 800 001A)

Kit for additional fi tting of hands-free for safe 

phone communication while driving; 

easy control via touch screen (5J0 051 473)

Mobile phone adapter for vehicles equipped 

with the universal GSM preparation with 

hands-free holder on the dashboard 

(ATC 600 0XX, depending on mobile phone type)

Portable DVD player with 

two 7" LCD screens, remote 

control, DVD, VCD, SVCD, 

MP3 etc. data support, with 

SD memory card reader 

(AAM 000 020)

Navigation DVD for Columbus navigation 

system 

Western and Central Europe (AAN 000 067A);

Central and Eastern Europe (AAN 000 068A) 

Navigation CD for Amundsen navigation 

system (AAN 000 071A–082A); 

information about particular versions 

of the navigation CD can be found at your 

authorised Škoda partner
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The wide range of comfort & utility products from Škoda Genuine Accessories enables you to 

increase both passenger comfort and the practicality of your car in any season of the year. While 

accessories like the cooling box or sunblinds will make you look forward to your summer trips 

even more, a ski sack will come in handy on your winter sports trips. Foot mats as well as a boot 

mat or a plastic boot dish will help you keep your car clean and storage boxes, parcel shelf storage 

bag or the netting system will considerably enhance the storage options in your car. 

Foot mats, 4-piece sets

rubber/textile (DCC 600 001A);

PP textile (DCA 600 001A);

PA textile (DCA 600 002A);

4x4 PA textile (DCA 600 003A);

Sport Line PA textile (DCA 600 004A)

Cruise control 

for all engine versions

for cars with on-board computer (3T0 035 623);

for cars without on-board computer (3T0 035 623A)

Clothes hanger 

(3T0 061 127)

Thermo-electric 

cooling box, 

15-litre capacity 

(5L0 065 400)

Storage box behind rear 

seats for Octavia Combi 

(DMB 620 001)

Remote control

for central locking

(BKA 600 003A)
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Netting system, 2-part  

for Octavia (DMA 600 003); 

for Octavia Combi (DMA 620 003)

False boot fl oor, 3-part 

for Octavia (DAA 610 001, DAA 610 002, DAA 610 003); 

for Octavia Combi (DAA 620 001, DAA 620 002, DAA 620 003)

Plastic boot dish 

for Octavia (DCE 610 001A); 

for Octavia Combi (DCE 620 001)

Rear bumper cover foil 

for Octavia (KDX 610 001); 

for Octavia Combi (KDX 620 001) 

4x4 PP textile boot mat 

(DCA 620 001)

Rubber/textile boot mat 

for Octavia (DCD 610 001A); 

for Octavia Combi (DCD 620 001)

Plastic boot dish with ALU 

partition, raised 10cm edge 

(1Z0 061 162)

ALU partition can be set in 

diff erent positions to divide the 

boot dish storage area 

Extra ALU partition (3T0 017 254)

Transparent protective rear 

bumper cover foil

for Octavia (1Z5 071 133);

for Octavia Combi (1Z9 071 133)

Folding hook for boot 

for Octavia (DMA 610 007)

Parcel shelf storage bag 

for Octavia (DMA 610 001)

Ski sack, capacity up to 4 pairs of skis 

(DMA 600 004A)
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Side window wind defl ectors

for front windows (1Z0 072 192);

for rear windows for Octavia 

(KCD 609 002);

for rear windows for Octavia 

Combi (KCD 629 001)

5th door sunblind 

for Octavia (DEA 610 001)

Rear mud fl aps 

Style (KEA 600 001A) 

no photo: Classic (KEA 600 001)

Front mud fl aps 

Classic (KEA 600 002)

no photo: Style (KEA 600 002A)

Trunk grille 

for Octavia (1Z5 071 195); 

for Octavia Combi 

(DMM 620 001)

Rear side window sunblinds

for Octavia (KCD 609 004);

no photo: for Octavia Combi (KCD 629 002)

no photo: Sunblinds for -

- boot side window for Octavia Combi (KCD 629 003)

- 5th door window for Octavia Combi (KCD 629 004)

With Škoda Genuine Accessories transport products, you can set off  for winter or summer sports even in a fully occupied 

car. In addition to the spacious boot, you have even more storage space – on the roof. We off er you practical and reliable 

roof racks as well as various lockable carriers and holders for your bikes and snowboards. In addition, there is a brand new 

ski box in the Škoda design. If you get an interior holder, you can transport your bikes in the safety of your car or we have 

another solution for you – a tow bar-mounted bicycle carrier.
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Lockable bicycle carrier with aluminium profi le, 

capacity up to 20 kg (3T0 053 668)

no photo: Lockable bicycle carrier with metal profi le 

(LBT 009 003A)

Lockable ski or snowboard rack with aluminium profi le, 

capacity up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards (LBB 000 001)

no photo: Lockable ski or snowboard rack with metal profi le, 

capacity up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards (LBT 071 027)

Lockable ski and snowboard box, capacity up to 5 pairs of skis 

or 4 snowboards, 380-litre capacity (5L6 071 175); 

successfully passed City Crash Test

Transverse roof rack for Octavia Combi

(LAS 620 002A)

Roof railing for Octavia Combi, black (LAS 620 001) 

no photo: silver (LAS 620 004)

Detachable tow bar 

(EEA 600 001); 

for Scout and 4x4 (EEA 620 001)

Electrics with 13-pole socket 

for cars without serial preparation 

for the tow bar (EEA 600 001C E4); 

for cars with serial preparation for 

the tow bar (EEA 600 002C E4)

Adapter with 7-pole socket for 

trailer connection (EAZ 000 001A)

Interior bicycle holder for Octavia Combi (3T9 056 700)

no photo: Extra strap to secure bicycle handles (1Z9 056 701)

Bicycle carrier

for a tow bar, 

2 bikes capacity

(LBT 009 005)

Basic roof rack 

for Octavia (LAS 610 001B)

Lockable luggage box, 370-litre capacity 

(LBT 009 002A)
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Baby One Plus 

child seat 

(5L0 019 900)

ISOFIX G 0/1 

child seat (5L0 019 905) with FWF 

frame for forward-facing fi tting 

(DDF 000 002) and headrest 

(5L0 019 903)

ISOFIX G 0/1 

child seat (5L0 019 905) with RWF 

frame for rear-facing fi tting 

(DDF 000 003A)

Wavo 1-2-3 

child seat 

(5L0 019 900B)

Wavo Kind 

child seat 

(5L0 019 900C)

All original Škoda child seats successfully passed 

the Euro NCAP tests.

Category (according to weight in kg)

Name 0+ (0–13) 1 (9–18) 2 (15–25) 3 (22–36)

Baby One Plus 0–13

ISOFIX G 0/1

– with RWF frame 0–18

– with FWF frame 9–18

Wavo 1-2-3 15–36

Wavo Kind 15–36

When you have kids in your car, you certainly want them 

to be as safe as possible. The fundamental prerequisite is 

a quality child seat, matching the size and the weight of 

the child. In the safety product range of Škoda Genuine 

Accessories you will fi nd safe and comfortable seats for 

children up to 12 years old and 36 kg in weight. All our 

seats have not only undergone demanding tests with 

great results but they also feature excellent 

functionality as well as inspired colour design, 

low weight and easy handling. 
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Spare bulb set excl. fuses

for conventional headlamps 

(BDB 600 001A); 

for xenon headlamps 

(BDB 600 002A)

Car care products 

(information about 

the complete off er from your 

authorised Škoda partner)

Mechanical drive locking system 

for manual transmission (DVC 630 001);

no photo: for automatic transmission  

for cars manufactured before 

week 22 of 2009 (DVC 600 003); 

for cars manufactured after 

week 22 of 2009 (DVC 630 002)

Tow rope (GAA 500 001)Warning triangle (GGA 700 001A)

Safety bolt set (CFA 071 004)

First aid box (GFA 410 010DE)

Refl ective safety vest 

(XXA 009 001)

Snow chains

for 205/55 R16 and 205/50 R17 

tyres (CEP 800 001);

suitable for alloy wheels 6.0J x 17" Flash 

(CCX 800 003); for steel wheel 

for 205/55 R16 tyres (CEP 300 003A);

for 195/65 R15 tyres (CEP 300 002A)

Protective lateral strips with paint option (KGA 600 002) 

no photo: Protective lateral strips, black (KGA 600 001)

Rear parking sensors

for monitoring distance of vehicle

from potential obstacles

(BEA 609 001)

Alarm system with interior monitoring using ultrasound sensors

fi tting kit (BKA 600 004); basic fi tting kit for vehicles with central 

locking remote control (BKA 700 001); basic fi tting kit for vehicles 

without central locking remote control (BKA 700 002)
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0These products represent just a part of the wide range of accessories. For more information on the complete range, current prices, delivery 

terms and lead times, contact your authorised Škoda partner. All details of technical specifications, design, equipment, materials, guarantees and 

appearance were accurate at the time of going to print. However, the manufacturer reserves the right to make any changes (including changes in 

technical parameters or individual model equipment). This catalogue was printed on cellulose paper which was bleached without using chlorine. 

The paper is 100% recyclable.

www.skoda-auto.com

The environmental logo expresses Škoda Auto’s awareness of, responsibility for and attempts 

at the sustainable development of the company and a friendly approach to life and nature.    

Your Škoda partner:


